
READ ME LAST:

Nothing in here will actually answer
any of your questions.....

Just don't remain the “Burnt-out Bulb”.....

This Pamphlet is ONLY intended to engender
further interest on your part.....

Peruse the Website - - it's a perpetual
“Work-in-Progress”.....

Visit our YouTube Channel - - IF & when
we get it up & running.....

Stop by the Office for a chat.....

Buy the Book - - IF & when it
actually gets PUBLISHED.....

We may charge a bit for this & that.....

We ARE a 'Not-for-Profit'.....

We DO accept donations.....

The “CURE” will, however, always be FREE!

NONE of this is about YOU being “good”
or “bad” - - what part of being ‘undead’

could you possibly consider as “good”???

This IS about YOU - - becoming CURED!!!

Remember - - the “goodest” and most
altruistic Zombie - - is still a Zombie…..

ODDBALL STUFF:

There ARE U.F.O.'s, Aliens, Etc...
It's just NOT what you think.....

“Ghosts” & the “Supernatural”, Etc...
They are NOT   EVER   your Relatives.....

There ARE at least three (3) types
and, again, NOT what you'd expect..…
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www.zombierecoveryproject.jimdo.com

Just “Google”:

Zombie Recovery Project

We're ALWAYS #1 in their search results!!!
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READ ME FIRST:

THANKS:

Let me thank you in advance for taking the
time to read through this, in it's entirety,

slowly, carefully, thoughtfully & repeatedly…

STANDARDS:

Humans do 3 things - - we think, speak & act.

You don't know what you don't know.

Hypothesi non fingo - - CLUELESS!

There are none so BLIND as those
who WILL NOT SEE!!!

EX NIHILO, NIHIL FIT - - 
From Nothing, Comes Nothing.

The three (3) Laws of Rational Thought:
Identity:  A = A

Non-contradiction:  Not [ A & Not A ]
Law of the Excluded Middle:  Either [ A or not A ]

   YOUR thinking is either Rational - - or it's NOT.

Causality:
The “WHY” behind EVERYTHING.....

Consequence..…
[ A ringing bell - - CAN'T be “Un-rung” ]

“Instant Karma”.....
   [The “Blow-back”, the “Gunshot Residue” of your

    thoughts, words & deeds that defines who you are!]

“Subjective truth” - - is a LIE.

Earth is a QUARANTINE facility.

There are only two(2) types of people:
The Living, and the “Undead”

If you're not one of us, you're one of them.

And if you haven’t accepted the “Cure”…..
You’re NOT one of us…..


